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Introduction
Hello gentlefriends!
First of all, if you have never read The Tarot Sequence series, or didn't even know of its
existence until this point....great. Perfect. Because that's not the point of this event.
This reading bingo was pitched as an idea in June and it was brought to life through
the help of incredible individuals within the TTS fandom who have given their time,
talents, and donated prizes in order to make this happen. Hence the "Tarot Sequence
presents."
We want this event to be a celebration of Black voices within the book community. A
chance to show our love for Black authors, both old and new, and encourage each
other to read more diversely and smartly, to read beyond the reaches of our comfort
genres, and further educate ourselves on the subjects that are raised in these stories.
And most importantly, to make that a habit, not just a one-off.
There are different levels and facets to the actions we can take with regards to Black
Lives Matter, and while we can't end the roots of racism by thrusting a book into
someone's arms, we might plant small seeds of good that could grow and branch out
into bigger, sturdier things.
If you're a casual reader, welcome. If you have not touched a single book this year,
wonderful. Just bring your enthusiasm. Discuss your reads with friends, family, and
colleagues. Ask your library to purchase them. Support the authors on social media
and with their future endeavors. Write blog posts. Make fanart. Talk about your TBR.
We hope to see you all at #TarotBLMBingo.

Kathy
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Overview/Rules

To reiterate, you absolutely do NOT need to be familiar with The Tarot Sequence series
in order to participate, nor do you need any knowledge of tarot cards.
1 completed SQUARE = 1 entry into prize draw; +1 bonus entry if the book is
LGBTQ+
1 completed LINE (vertical, horizontal, diagonal) = +3 bonus entries (in addition to
squares)
ECLIPSE (all squares filled) = +6 bonus entries

Books must be written (or co-written) by Black authors. Unless specified in
the prompt, they can be fiction or non-fiction; prose, verse, or graphic novel.
Only one square may be filled by a re-read, and each book can only be used once.
Multiple books by the same author is perfectly okay.
After each book, we highly encourage you to write a review (or draw or film—
whatever fits your fancy) and share on Goodreads, Amazon, and social media.
Please do NOT tag authors in negative reviews.
You can use #TarotBLMBingo to share your TBR, reviews, recs, and progress!
SUBMISSIONS - Email your bingo card by the deadline along with the
following:
bingo squares filled with name of book and author + indication of LGBTQ+
country of residence (for prize purposes)
social media usernames (if you're comfortable sharing) so that we know to tag you
in winner announcement posts

Duration: July 6 - December 6
(submissions by 11:59 PM PST)
Send cards and inquires to:
tarotsequenceevents@gmail.com
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Prompts
Our bingo prompts are based off of the twenty-two Major Arcana tarot cards and their
meanings. For the purpose of this event, we renamed the Hanged Man card as "The
Martyr." We also added two custom cards "The Misfit" and "New Atlantis," the latter
being the setting of The Tarot Sequence books and the former being a core theme of
the series—of the outsiders, the leftovers, the survivors, and of families lost and new
ones found.
All book choices should relate to Black authors and the Black experience. And when in
doubt, if you can, make them queer.

The Fool: a middle grade book
The Martyr: a book with the theme of change, surrender, or letting go
The Magician: a book set in a secondary world (i.e. a world that is not our own)
The Chariot: a memoir
Justice: a book based on or inspired by real-life injustice
Hierophant: a coming-of-age story or a YA contemporary
Temperance: a book set during the 1920s or 1930s
The High Priestess: a mystery book
The Tower: a book with a building or a structure on the cover
The Emperor: a book with a father as the main character/narrator, or one that focuses
on a father-child relationship
The Moon: a book that explores mental health
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The Sun: an optimistic, hopepunk book
Note: "hopepunk" is defined as the antithesis of ultragrim and cynical narratives.
They're stories of people prevailing against odds when all seems lost, and fighting for
good with their backs against the wall. Think Samwise's speech in The Two Towers:
"But I think, Mr. Frodo, I do understand. I know now. Folk in those stories had lots of
chances of turning back, only they didn't. They kept going. Because they were holding onto
something."
"What are we holding on to, Sam?"
"That there’s some good in this world, Mr. Frodo. And it’s worth fighting for."

The Misfit: a book featuring the found family trope
The Lovers: a book featuring strong friendships or romance
Strength: an action-adventure book
The Hermit: a biography
Wheel of Fortune: a book with the theme of "actions lead to consequences"
Death: a book published in the second half of 2020
Judgment: a book featuring an overused trope (villain redemption, soulmates, etc).
Overused doesn't mean bad, just common!
The Devil: a book you’ve been putting off or have been hesitant about reading
The Empress: a book with a mother as the main character/narrator, or one that
focuses on a mother-child relationship
The Star: a book set in outer space
New Atlantis: an urban fantasy
The World: a book set in a country that’s not your own
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Prizes (US & Intl)
~all prizes are available for international participants unless stated otherwise~

1 Grand Prize Winner*: A BIG exciting prize that will be revealed closer to the
end of the bingo (not specific to The Tarot Sequence)
3 Winners: Any book by a black author, costing up to $30 USD, from Book
Depository
1 Winner: A significant recurring cameo in Book 3 of K.D. Edwards' The Tarot
Sequence
2 Winners (US Only): A copy of K.D. Edwards' The Hanged Man (The Tarot Sequence
2)
1 Winner: An art commission of anything and anyone (with or without
background) by artist @JakeShandy
1 Winner: A podfic up to 10k words (any fandom, requires permission from fic
author, preferably no NSFW). Offered by Sam @HeartS530
1 Winner (US Only): A mini book bundle containing a paperback of Check Please
Vol. 2, Fragile Remedy bookmarks, and a small curated tea package
1 Winner: A book sleeve
If you have any questions regarding the prizes, or if you would like to donate
something to the pool, please email us at tarotsequenceevents@gmail.com or
contact directly @aildreda on Twitter.
*the grand prize will be shipped from the US, but we may run into potential delays and restrictions for
international shipping due to COVID-19. We'll do our utmost to discuss and figure out the best option
for any international winners
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Rankings

5 Squares complete

ELEMENTAL
Sure, you're not exactly sitting on the highest rung of the fantasy food chain ladder, but
as the walking (gliding? floating?) embodiment of water, air, fire, or earth, your life is still
pretty awesome. So give the small fish swirling through your abdomen a gentle pat and
have a lounge in a fountain for the rest of the day. You earned it.

10 Squares complete

DRAGON
You know what you are. You're a survivor. A remnant of a great war that nearly
extinguished the entirety of your species. But despite everything you still live, hidden yet
ever-present. Dragons are dragons, after all—winged firebomb glory perpetuated in
countless legends around the globe—and it'll take more than some pesky world war to
snip your wings.
Go forth, my scaly friend. Wear your mantle with pride.
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15 Squares complete

PRINCIPALITY
What's tastier than great magical power? Great magical power with very few political
responsibilities. Lack of a proper throne means a smaller socioeconomic status, but as
a Principality you have the kind of freedom that isn't afforded to an ordinary Arcana.
No people to govern, no one to pretend-smile at, no filibusters to doze through—just
you, yourself, and you. Blissful independence.
So kick back, have a drink, do some knitting, and maybe work on that memoir you
were meaning to write a hundred years ago.

20 Squares complete

COMPANION
When things go awry and fireballs start flying, who are they gonna call?
You. The human.
Except you'll arrive before they even get past the fourth ring.
Flip to the entries for "savvy" and "prepared" in the dictionary and there will be a
flattering picture of you. Walk into a room and within thirty seconds you can suss out
potential escape routes, ranked according to safety, and the threat level of every
individual in the vicinity. You wield daggers and firearms and obscure weaponry like
you were born to and your mind is an perpetually shifting landscape of battle strategy.
Part bodyguard, part lifetime partner, part annoying thorn on the side, it's safe to say
you're someone no villain would want to cross.
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Sometimes they won't call. Because at the end of the day you're still human and brittle,
and your charge might be saddled with unfortunate notions of martyrdom.
But you're a godsdamned Companion.
You'll come running anyway.

25 Squares complete

ARCANA
You are the lifeblood of New Atlantis. The de facto ruling body of the fantastical and
supernatural, the humans and the not-quite-humans, all cramped onto an island
once known as Nantucket. With a body that appears unassumingly mortal, yours is a
vessel of magic so terrible and great, the gods would peer down from Mount
Olympus with trepidation and Valhalla tremble in the face of their comparative
mediocrity.
You are, in other words, an absolute badass.
You are also, underneath it all, fallible. Broken corners and cracks patched up with
new scars like a jigsaw assembled in the dark with shaky fingers. Maybe you can
conjure fire with a wave of an arm and drag lightning from the heavens, but you're
quickly realizing that showy power doesn't mean a thing if you can't use it to fix the
wrongs of this world.
At least, not alone.
Look around—for you are now one of twenty-two kings and queens whose collective
touch can bring nations to their knees. No Arcana is an island. But what of an entire
deck?
Together, on the edge of everything, you are change.
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